
Geography (OCR)  

Title:                                                      Preparation for NEA 

Tasks: 

The purpose of this summer work is to prepare you to start your NEA in the autumn term.  Your 

NEA is worth 20% of your course and so is a vital part of your A Level.  All the resources you 

will need are on Doddle and links to the webinars are on the .pdf with the title ‘Webinar 

recordings -Writing up your NEA’.  You may want to make some brief notes as you watch the 

webinars; do this in your new purple exercise book. 

1. Begin by reading and highlighting the first section of the RGS guide titled ‘Reading 

before you start’ and ‘Section 1 Hypothesis’.  Then watch the first webinar recording 

introducing the NEA (use the link on the PDF document on doddle, you should pause and 

make notes as you watch each webinar).  

2. Read and highlight section 2 and section 3 of the RGS Guide, then watch the second 

webinar recording on writing up an NEA- focused on data presentation.   

3. Read and highlight section 4 of the RGS guide looking at data analysis then watch the 

third webinar recording, also focused on successful data analysis.  

4. Read and highlight section 5 & section 6 of the RGS guide then watch the fourth webinar 

recording.. 

5. Once you have completed this NEA training, you should summarise your ideas for 

possible investigations onto the ‘Initial Proposal’ sheet (this should take an hour, if done 

well) and bring this, along with any notes and your highlighted RGS guide, to your first 

lesson in September. 

Resources: 

▪ GA Webinar recordings ‘How to write up your NEA’-  assigned on Doddle. Please be 

aware that our access to these expires on the 31st of August.  

▪ RGS Guide to the NEA 

▪ Geo Factsheet 371 - Getting started on your NEA  

▪ Initial proposal form 

▪ List of previous titles and descriptions, to inspire you.  

 



Initial Ideas and Proposals 

Possible topic 1 & link with textbook 

(spec)  

What would you like to focus your 

investigation on? 

Possible hypothesis (statements to prove or disprove) or questions 

to investigate 

Possible data you would want to collect  

Possible topic 2 or second focus & 

link with textbook (spec) 

This could be a completely separate topic 

or a different approach to your first idea 

Possible hypothesis (statements to prove or disprove) or questions 

to investigate 

Possible data you would want to collect 

 


